
Inspiration Wise

Advertising Kit for sponsors



I accept sponsored posts and

promotions that match the type of

topics on my blog and promote services

or products that will be of interest to my

readers.

 
There are many advertising options

available, depending on your needs. 



Inspiration Wise is a blog that's mainly

focused on writing and literature, but

those topics are often combined with

others.

 
The most common topics I cover in my

articles are: 

Writing

Literature and publishing

Blogging 

Personal development

New Thought 



Blog stats

***Last update is March 3rd 2020

Domain Age: 166 days

Alexa rank last 90 days: 3,898,959

Google Analytics last 90 days: 1,105 new users 2,435 pageviews

Pinterest: 13.5k Monthly Views

MOZ Domain Authority: 6



Upon contact via email, we can agree on what you need.

 
Once the payment is sent, I get to work. 

 
I will not post anything UNTIL you're satisfied. 

 
All blog posts are PERMANENT, unless we agree otherwise.

 
All link insertions are PERMANENT, unless we agree

otherwise.

 
Banners are posted for a specific time span.

 
*Current prices are valid for March 2020 - August 2020



Banner Options

1 month duration

*You chose the articles for in-text banners, which I will then spin for promotion

 
Homepage Banner 728x90  $180

In-text Banner 120x600  $120

In-text Banner 300x250 $100

 

*You provide the banners



Banner Options

1 month duration

*You chose the articles for in-text banners, which I will then spin for promotion

 
Homepage Banner 728x90  $240

In-text Banner 120x600  $160

In-text Banner 300x250 $140

 

*I design your banners



Sponsored posts option

Up to 1000 words  $160

1000 - 2000 words $280

2000+ words ASK (please provide TOC idea for the article)

*I write the post



Featured post option 1

month

Price = sponsored blog post + $30

 
Featured post option means that the blog post will be the FIRST in line of 3

featured blog posts on my homepage. 

 
This blog post will be spinned for promotions more often during the

following 3 months after posting.

 
This post will also be used more often in ALSO READ linking in other articles

*I write the post



Additional Info:

I am open to be a brand ambassador. This is

negotiable, as I need to explore the brand first

and determine if it fits with my credo.

 
All the images will be provided by me, unless you

have a specific image that you'll want to include. 

 
Discount for multiple services is available - 15%

off a total price.

 
 Get in touch with me via inspirationwise91@gmail.com


